Father’s Day 2024 Cutter Release

Cookie Decorating Collages
Hello and Happy Decorating!

This document contains a collage with the decorating steps from the Father’s Day 2024 Cookie Cutter release. I hope this is helpful as you decorate these cookies!

Each Collage shows a feature photo and then the step-by-step process photos. A collage of the mini cookies is also included in this guide. To create these collages, it requires hundreds of photos to be taken. As a result, a few photos are missed. In that case a note is made on the collage page and a written instruction is provided.

I have provided a list of the icing colors used in each set’s palette. Unless otherwise noted, royal icing colors are used in both a piping and flooding icing consistency. I used a tip #2 on the piping bags for outlines and details. If I used a different tip, I made a note on the collage page!

Let’s cookie it up!
Pickleball Cookie Set

Icing Colors: Chefmaster Leaf Green, Navy, Black, Buckeye Brown, Turquoise, White, Cookie Countess Sunshine Yellow, and Black Foodoodler Marker
There is quite a bit of wet-on-wet featured on this paddle. The stripes are wet-on-wet and I found it helpful to set off the diagonal lines with a few lines of the turquoise to plan those areas. After the paddle dries, I added the pickleball using wet-on-wet, adding the yellow, then gray dots, then white dots to give it that pickleball look.
The sneaker is a wet-on-wet section with some black food marker details. Allow that icing surface to dry 2-3 hours before using the marker. I used a tip #44 to add the wrist sweatbands. The lines in the pickle (wet-on-wet on top of the leaf green flood) and the dots are lime green flood.
This is such a fun cookie to make! The details on the purple onion and beef cube are added using a purple and black food marker. I used a mixture of Bright Silver Crystal Color and Color Solution to paint the skewer silver.

Icing Colors: Gray (a small dab of black icing added to white), Buckeye Brown, Purple (super itty bitty dot to keep this section pastel), Christmas Red, and Sugar Art Taupe (Mushroom).
Icing Colors: Chefmaster White, Turquoise, and Lemon Yellow, and a Black Food Marker. The letters and details on this cookie will stand out if the base of the cookie is flooded white first. I did use a projector to pipe the designs, but you could also trace it using a yellow marker. See the template on the last page. I used PME tip #1.5 to outline the letters before flooding. I added the smiley on the DAD cookie using a maker.
Golf 2.0 Set

Icing Colors: Chefmaster White, Turquoise (pipe only), Navy, Black, Gray (a dab of black icing in white), and Christmas Red.
Golf Shoe

I used the gray piping icing to add the spikes on the bottom of the shoe. I sized down to a tip #1.5 to add the black detail at the laces.
This shirt has wet-on-wet stripes using the navy and gray flood icing. I did pipe and flood the collar to give the shirt a 3D look. I add a little swirl for the logo on the left check with the turquoise piping icing.
This chubby Golf Club is so cute and easy to make! A wet-on-wet stripe on the head of the club adds an interesting detail. The golf ball is wet-on-wet dots just like the pickleball from page 4.
Golf Tee

This is a simple pipe and flood cookie. It’s fun and chubby to make this golf set a little whimsical. It was pointed out that this tee cookie cutter would also make the perfect tie for Father’s Day! And I agree! It would be perfect!
Mini Golf 2.0 Set

The decorating instructions for the mini golf cookies is very similar to the regular size. The biggest difference might be the shoe with reduced and simplified icing areas.
Dad Rocks Cutter Set

Icing Colors: Turquoise, Buckeye Brown, Black, White, Lemon Yellow, and Gray (a dab of black icing in white).
I traced a circle onto the record player for the record section. That made the outlining much easier! The record is created using wet-on-wet, starting with the black, then white, then yellow. I used a tip #1 for the arm on and gray and black details.
Dad You Rock Plaque

Stiff icing works best when stenciling and I prefer to use the stencil genie to hold the stencil in place while I’m scraping the icing. As you can see, my icing wasn’t super stiff and created a slight blur! Bummer! This happens! It’s not terrible, but you can avoid that using a stiff/thick icing! I did outline the plaque in turquoise so that it coordinates with the record player!
Coffee Set

Icing Colors: Sky Blue, Dark Buckeye Brown, Light Buckeye Brown, Sugar Art Taupe, Black, White and a Black Food Marker.
Coffee Pot

I wish I would have taken more photos of that wet-on-wet section with the coffee. I added the sky blue first. Then I flooded the light brown coffee section. After that I added the dark brown coffee highlights and a big white stripes of white on the left side for the highlight. I used a tip #1.5 for the print section and a #2 for the ‘brew. I used the Paperskate and Kindly fonts. You can find a graphic on the last page!
Image of coffee bean bags with text:

I used the Paperskate font for the ‘coffee beans’. To make this look more like a label, I used a black food marker. You can find a graphic on the last page!
Cookie Templates

www.flourbox.com

print, trace and cut onto cookie

For the Coffee Set:

COFFEE BEANS

THANKS FOR ALL YOU BREW!

Dad